
CASE 21 3rd  Benchmark Study Guide Answers  

3a.  

1. What is the reason an organism adapts to its habitat? get food, control temperature, hide 

from predators, reproduce 

 

2. What are some adaptations that allow plants to survive in the following environments? 

a. Extreme cold:  needles so that snow does not build up 

b. Aquatic: leaves that float 

c. Hot & dry: needles prevent evaporation 

d. Very little sunlight: keep leaves year round, large leaves 

3. Give an example of an animal adaptation to the desert & explain how it helps the organism. 

Nocturnal- cooler at night, burrow underground- stay out of sun, large ears- release 

heat,  
3b.  

1. Explain how plant and animal cells are different. Plants have a large vacuole, cell wall, 

and chloroplasts.   

 

2. Label the following: nucleus, mitochondria, ER, Golgi Body, cell membrane, cytoplasm 

 
 

3. Complete the data chart & circle a key word or phrase in each function. 

Organelles Function 

cytoplasm Gel-like material that fills the cell & surrounds the organelles 

cell membrane Allows material to enter or exit the cell & protects the 

contents of the cell 

nucleus Control center of the cell 

endoplasmic 

reticulum 

Transport materials & proteins around the cell 

ribosomes Builds proteins in the cell 

mitochondria Provides energy for the cell by breaking down sugar molecules 

in cellular respiration 

chloroplast  Provides food for a plant cell by storing energy from the sun 

during photosynthesis 

cell wall Rigid material that surrounds a plant cell that gives it shape, 

support, & protection 

vacuole Stores food, water, & other materials in the cell 

Golgi body Packages & distributes proteins and other material in the cell 

lysosomes Break down larger particles to smaller particles for recycling in 

the cell 

cytoplasm cytoplasm 

nucleus 

mitochondria 

Cell membrane 



4.  

Specialized 

Cell 

Function 

blood Carry oxygen and other material throughout the body 

bone Structure, support, and movement 

muscle Attaches to bone and allows for movement 

nerve/neuron Detects stimuli from the environment and transmits 

information between cells 

epithelial/skin Covers the surface of the body and the lining of internal 

organs 
 

3c.  

1. What type of pathogen are antibiotics mostly used to treat? 

bacteria 

2. How are the following pathogens spread from organism to organism? 

a. Virus: inhaling, body fluids 

b. Fungus: direct contact (athlete’s foot), inhaling (mold) 

c. Bacteria: direct contact, contaminated food and water 

d. Protist: contaminated food/water, mosquitoes 

 

3. Which pathogen from above is most like a parasite? protist 

 

4. What is a vector & give an example? an animal that spreads disease EX: mosquitos 

 

5. List ways you can prevent an infection from a pathogen. Wash hands, cover wounds, 

cook food thoroughly 

 

6. Describe how a virus infects the body. Attach to cell membrane, inject genetic 

material, makes copies, cell bursts open and spread 

 

7. Describe how a virus & bacteria are different from each other. 

Bacteria can be treated with antibiotics.  Viruses need a host to reproduce.   

 

 

3.g. What are some positive ways that the following organisms can help 

in the environment or in industries? 

 A)Bacteria: make cheese and yogurt, help digest food, produce insulin, clean up oil 

spills 

 

 B)Fungus:  

  Mold: produce antibiotics 

                   Yeast: bake bread, produce alcohol (beer/wine) 

 
3.d.  

Use the following letters to answer question 1-5.  (B & b) 



1. pure dominant genotype BB Pure recessive genotype bb hybrid genotype Bb 

heterozygous gene pair Bb  homozygous gene pair BB or bb 

2. Use a Punnett square to cross these: one heterozygous parent with one homozygous 

recessive parent parents: (use the letter E)  Ee X ee       

3. Complete the Punnett square, tell the genotype and phenotype for the offspring in 

percentages 

  R = round & r = wrinkled    Geno: 25% RR, 25%rr, 50%Rr   

           Pheno: 75%round, 25%wrinkle 

     R     r     
             

4.  Fill in the blanks: Chromosomes 

are strands of DNA that contain 

genes.   

5.  Use the pedigree to answer the 

following questions 

a. What do the squares represent? males 

b. What does it mean if the circle is half shaded? carrier 

c. How many females express the trait of color-blindness? 1 

d. If the female from generation IV-3 marries a normal male, what percent chance is 

there to have a son with this disorder?  

50% for the male (XnY) 1 out of 2 
  XN        Xn 

XNXn 
XnXn 

XNY XnY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.  Based on the pedigree below, what can we determine about the phenotype of the 

offspring in the 3rd generation? 

The child will inherit the dominate trait since the mother only carries dominant 

alleles 
 

3f 

1. What is the difference between selective breeding & genetic engineering? 

Selective breeding is choosing parents to produce offspring with specific desirable 

traits. Genetic engineering involves changing the DNA of an organism.    
 

2. Give an example of each of the processes from above. 

SB: race horses, purebred dogs, ligers 

GE: pest-resistant crops, weather resistant crops, glowing cats 
 

3.e. 

Use the following food web to answer the following questions 1-6. 

RR 

 

Rr                  

Rr                      

 

rr 

R 

 

r 

  Xn 

 

 
  Y 



 

1. Which organism(s) is a primary consumer? grasshopper, mouse, rabbit (herbivore) 
 

2. Which organism(s) is a tertiary (3rd) consumer? hawk 
 

3. What would happen to the herbivore population if the number of hawks increased? They 

would decrease.   
 

4. If the disease mouse-scratch fever wipes out the mouse population, what would happen to 

the snake population? They would decrease (less food).  
 

5. Which two predators compete for grasshoppers for food? hawk and lizard 
 

6. Which herbivore has two different predators that prey upon it? grasshopper and mouse 
 

7. List the following in order from smallest to largest:  organism, population, community, 

ecosystem, biosphere 

 

8. Explain why an energy pyramid is used to represent energy transferring from one organism 

to another in a food chain. There is less energy available at each level.  (Decreases by 

10%) 

 

9. What happens to the energy that is lost in an energy pyramid?  

Some is lost as heat.    

 

10. Label the levels in the energy pyramid.  decomposers, producers, primary 

consumers, secondary consumers, tertiary consumer 

 

 

 

11. What is the role of the decomposers in an ecosystem? Break down dead organisms and 

return nutrients to soil.    

3h 

1. Write the chemical equation for the process that allows organisms to release energy from 

food and identify what it is called.  Respiration 

 

2. How is fermentation similar & different from cellular respiration? They both release 

energy. Fermentation does not require oxygen, respiration does.   
 

3. What single cell organism uses fermentation to release energy & CO2? yeast 

 



 

Objective 1  

1. What is the difference between qualitative and quantitative data?  Quantitative data 

involves measuring or counting.  Qualitative data is a description or observation.   
 

2. Why is skepticism an important part of science? When scientists question each other, it 

leads to new discoveries.   

 

3. What is an inference? A conclusion based on evidence 
 

4. Explains what it means to analyze the data? to look for patterns in data, cause and effect, 

figure out how variables are related 

 

5. When should a scientist revise their conclusion? When confronted with new evidence 

 
2.a.   

1. State the law of conservation of mass.  In a chemical reaction, matter (mass) cannot be 

created, nor destroyed. Total mass (atoms) must be equal.  

 

2. Write the name of each compound: NaCl, CO2, H2O, C6H12O6, O2 

Salt, carbon dioxide, water, glucose/sugar, oxygen 

 

3. Label the products & the reactants in the following equation:  

Reactants: hydrogen, oxygen. Product: water        

  

4. Hydrogen reacts with oxygen to produce water as represented by this chemical equation. 

 

8 grams of hydrogen react completely with some oxygen to produce 72 grams of water. 

How many grams of oxygen are involved in the given reaction? 64 g.   

 

5. Which equation shows a balanced chemical reaction where energy is used to produce sugar 

and oxygen from carbon dioxide and water? A.   

A.   

B.    

C.  

D.  
 
2b.  

1. What type of elements form ionic bonds? Metals and nonmetals Covalent bonds? Two or 

more nonmetals 

 

2. In group 17, which elements form the strongest, most stable bonds? At the top 

 

3. Which elements don’t bond? Why? Group 18 (noble gases) They have a full outer shell 

of electrons (8).  

 



4. Which group(s) are the most active non-metals? 17 
 

5. Which group(s) are the most active metals? 1 and 2 

 

6. What is the pH of an acid? less than 7 Of a base? greater than 7 

 

7. What are some properties of acids & bases? Acids- sour taste, turns blue litmus paper 

red Bases- bitter taste, turns red litmus paper blue 

 

8. Where are metals and non-metals found on the periodic table & list properties of each? 

Metals- left side, good conductors of heat and electricity, malleable, ductile, shiny 

Nonmetals- right side, poor conductors, brittle, dull 

 

9. What are some evidences of chemical reactions? 
color change, smoke, bubbles, change in temperature 

 
2d. 

1. Identify the parts of a circuit and draw an example of a simple circuit. Energy 

source (battery), load/device (bulb), wires, switch (open/close).  

 
 

2. What type of current does the power grid use? Explain why. AC current 

because the voltage can be increased and decreased to travel long distances.    

 

3. Explain the functions of each of the following parts of the power grid:  

substation- step up voltage for long distances, transformer- decrease voltage 

before entering home, generator- produce electricity, turbine- spins the generator, 

power lines- carry electricity long distances 

 

4. What are the products of combustion? carbon dioxide and water 
 

5. Identify four most common renewable resources and one most common nonrenewable 

resource used to generate electricity.  renewable- solar, wind, hydroelectric, geothermal. 

Nonrenewable- fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas) 
4d.  

1. Name three gases that contribute to the greenhouse effect.  carbon dioxide, methane, 

water vapor 

 

2. Of these 3, which one seems to have the biggest impact on temperature increases in our 

atmosphere? carbon dioxide  

 



3. What has causes a large increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere over the last 100 

years? burning fossil fuels 

 

4. Describe the importance of the following cycles: Carbon/oxygen & Nitrogen 

Photosynthesis and respiration cycle oxygen/carbon through the atmosphere.   

Nitrogen is cycled by bacteria, plants, and decomposers.   
 

5. What type of energy sources can generate electricity without burning a fuel source? Solar 

& hydroelectric (renewable) 
 

6. What can we do to reduce the affects of global warming?  drive less, turn off lights, use 

less electricity, recycle 

 

7. What are some activities that add carbon dioxide to the atmosphere? burning fossil fuels, 

deforestation 
 

 

2c.  
1. Draw a displacement/time (speed graph) graph that represents positive acceleration, 

constant motion, then negative acceleration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What are the formulas for speed and acceleration? speed=distance/time,  acceleration= 

(final speed-initial speed)/time 
 

2.f.   

1. Label Newton’s Laws of Motion for each example in the data chart & circle key words that 

help you decide.  

  

2. What is inertia? Give one example.  Tendency  

of an object to resist change in motion.  Ex: 

a ball sitting on a tee will not move until  

hit by a bat.  

 

3. What is the formula for newton’s 2nd law. 

Force= mass x acceleration 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

4a&b 

1. Compare and contrast the lithosphere and asthenosphere.  Lithosphere is the solid, rocky 

outer part of the crust/upper mantle that is broken into plates.  Asthenosphere is the 

plastic, flowing part of the mantle that causes the plates to move (convection 

currents). 

 

2. What are two differences between oceanic and continental crust? Oceanic crust is thinner 

and more dense than continental.   

 

3. Describe what forms at each of the boundaries: subduction zone- trench & volcanos, hot 

spot- volcanic islands, continental-continental convergent- mountains, divergent 

continental boundary- rift valley, transform boundary-earthquakes/strike-slip fault.  

 

4c & 4h  Weather & hurricanes   

1. How does air pressure relate to wind speed? when air pressure decreases, wind speed increases 

 

2. What happens to the density of air when it cools? it increases, which makes it sink 

 

3. Describe an air mass that forms over each of the following locations: Canada, Gulf of Mexico, 

North Pacific Ocean.  Canada: cold and dry, Gulf of Mexico: warm and humid, North 

Pacific Ocean: cold and humid 

 

4. What do each of the following measure: anemometer, barometer, hygrometer? anemometer-

wind speed, barometer- air pressure, hygrometer- humidity 

 

5. What type of weather is associated with a High (H) pressure system? Explain why. Clear & 

sunny skies because moisture cannot rise to condense 
 

6. What type of weather is associated with a Low (L) pressure system? Explain why. clouds, rain, 

maybe thunderstorms because moisture rises to condenses 

 

7. At what latitude line will a hurricane move back towards the east? 30 N 
 

8. What strengthens a hurricane? Warm water, low pressure What weakens a hurricane? Land, 

cool water, & high pressure 
 

 

9. Draw the symbol for each of the following & tell what weather is associated with each type: warm front, cold 

front, occluded front, stationary front   

warm front- light precipitation, cold front- heavy rain and thunderstorms 

Stationary- does not advance with steady precipitation, Occluded front – quick thunderstorm 

 



 

10. What is the difference between the easterlies & westerlies? Westerlies blow from the west to east and cause 

hurricanes to turn away from United States.  Trade winds blow hurricanes from east to west toward the US.    

 
 

11. What direction does weather generally move across the United States? west to east 

 

12.  How does air temperature relate to the amount of water vapor it can hold? Warmer the air the more water 

vapor it can hold 

 

13. What is the Coriolis Effect? Draw arrows on the globe to show the direction of the air flow  from the north 

pole to the equator 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4e: seasons & earth in space 
1. Explain how the Earth’s rotation and revolution affects the length of days, years, and seasons.    

 Revolution is orbiting around the Sun.  It takes one year.  It causes the seasons  

to change along with the tilt.  Rotation causes night and day and takes 24 hours.   

Earth rotates from east to west (counterclockwise) 

 
2. Label the solstices and equinoxes on the diagram below.  
A summer solstice in N hemisphere,  C winter solstice in N hemisphere, B Autumn equinox, 
 D Spring/vernal Equinox 

 
4. Give the number of degrees latitude for each line and give the dates(s) in which the  

Sun is overhead.   
Tropic of Cancer- 23.5 N 
Tropic of Capricorn- 23.5 S 
Equator-  0 



 
4.  Give the latitude lines for each climate zone and describe the climate.   

Tropical- between 23.5 north & South of the equator- little seasonal variation, direct  

sunlight year round  

Temperate – between 23.5 & 66.5 north & south, warm/hot summers, cool winters, greatest 

variation , moderate temperatures with distinct seasons 

Polar – above 66.5 north arctic circle & below 66.5 south- short, cool summers, long, cold,  

dark winters, receive sunlight at very low angles 
 
5.  Explain how the seasons affect length of days and the Sun’s angle in the sky.    
Summer: sun is more direct because the angle is higher in the sky due to the earth’s tilt  
Towards the sun so earth has longer daylight hours & absorbs more energy & warms up  
 
Winter: sun is less direct because the angle is lower in the sky due to the earth’s tilt away  
from the sun so earth has shorter daylight hours & absorbs less energy & cools down 
 
Spring & Fall: sun is most direct over the equator & the earth is neither tilted toward or  
away from the sun, so earth gets even amounts of daylight and darkness hours & absorbs  
equal amounts of energy for milder temperatures 
 
 
Sample Question: 

 
 

 

Universe & EM spectrum 4e & 2e.    


